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◊ 23 ◊

Wall Painting

The beginning of the thighs remains 
a dull blue 
to the left a section of foot unadorned 
and a section from the hem of the dress. 
On the skin lines are visible 
mainly sharp angles. 
The neck area is interrupted 
by the left arm
which is raised up
while only the right breast is registered
by a slight curve.
Most of the lower part 
of the face is missing.
Red triangles or arcs
cover the white of the eye.
The hair ribbon also remains
and the body’s twist
which surely presupposes
similar movements in the hands.

The ground of love is missing.



◊ 27 ◊

Maria in the mirror
full-length
straightens her dress at the neck.
It does not matter now where her body lies
whether she turned to birch or grass
Maria in the mirror
straightens her dress at the neck.



◊ 29 ◊

The past scrubbed with water and ashes.
Maria laughs
turns and takes her place again.

Jasper and jasmine opposed



◊ 31 ◊

She is not here
nor was she;
once she was.
Love is elsewhere
and never 
was she alone.



◊ 33 ◊

Maria stands
grows silent.

Fair daylight.



◊ 35 ◊

The existence in the same space
of two solid color triangles
and next to them the beginning 
of a yellow color 
left her indifferent;
since she could also hate
the same way she devoted herself to needlework.



◊ 37 ◊

As she grows older
she departs with greater ease.

Perhaps even allure.



◊ 39 ◊

She has nothing to say.
She simply touches herself
and watches herself
and wants



◊ 41 ◊

While whole phrases pass by and she accepts them
and she constantly faces great danger
still the body she remembered 
but there was something she had never seen.




